Anger, Liver Damage and Heart Rhythm Fluctuations.
There is a natural resonance, due to their informational structures, between
particular emotions and particular organs. See http://www.harmonybook.com for
map.
At the moment this is empirical knowledge - it works but I do not know of any
concise theory which would explain how it is that anger affects the liver, sadness the
lungs, helplessness the large intestine, loneliness the kidneys, etc., etc. Changing or
"correcting" the informational structure does bring relief and healing to an effected
organ. This would make sense if the first supposition is true.
It is, I believe, quite reasonable to theorise that the neuropeptides relating to anger
are, chemically, especially difficult for the liver; that those relating to sadness can
create grave problems for the lungs, etc.. I do not, however, have either access to
laboratory equipment capable of determining this nor do I have the training to use it.
It is not, however, reasonable to suppose that the neuropeptides are the sole problem
- there are definitely Quantum Field effects going on here otherwise the work of
healers, shamans and energy medicine would have no effect. That they demonstrably
do bring benefits supports the Quantum Field effect (information structures)
supposition.
Where there is a chronic state of anger present (the desire to change the past) and,
especially where this anger is carefully controlled or suppressed, the liver will
gradually become both swollen and hardened. This is certainly due, at least in part,
to anger being a "hot" or "yang" emotion, i.e. the body becomes denser in order to
better survive violence. This "densening" of the body slows down all secretions
causing, amongst other things, the products of liver processes to be retained instead
of being passed into the blood or, via the gall bladder, into the intestines for excretion
so that the body swells up to appear larger. At the same time, metabolic activity is
increased to provide more energy for violence. A build up of toxins in the liver is one
of the results.
So how does this affect the heart rhythm?
As the liver hardens and swells, the whole of the back becomes rigid, especially on
the right side. This expresses itself most intensely in the muscles between the right
shoulder and neck. This causes both a raising of the right shoulder and a constriction
of the right chest. Additionally, it is not impossible that the heart nerve, which passes
through this area, could be directly disturbed by the almost stone hard muscles.
The result is the perturbation of the heart rhythm, especially in the auricles.
Continuance of this state can lead to damage of the heart valves.
To resolve this problem it is not sufficient to merely cool the liver. This helps but it is
a very long job to halt the production of the neuropeptides to which the sufferer is
addicted. Many will give up before they get to that point. A direct influence upon the

neuronets (habit circuits) causing the constant production of "anger neuropeptides" is
at least desirable if not essential. This is what the Harmony Headphone Set does.
Because the anger neuronets are contra-survival, the Harmony Evolutions will,
effectively, "perceive" them as foreign disturbances and, simply, dismantle them.
This drastically reduces the production of the "anger neuropeptides" leading to
softening of the body in general and the liver specifically.
Again, it is not sufficient to "merely" reduce the anger neuropeptides and to remove
their causational neuronets; the cells remain addicted to the neuropeptide and can
create extremely unpleasant withdrawal symptoms.
Each emotion is, however, one of a pair and the cells are quite happy to receive either
neuropeptide. The pair for anger is happiness. For sadness it is elation. For
helplessness it is abundance. Etc.. The neuronets giving rise to the production of
these neuropeptides are pro-survival and will, hence, be, effectively, cleaned,
protected, strengthened and supported by the way in which the Harmony
Headphone Set functions.
I am very curious as to the exact mechanical difference between each emotional
"pair" - why it is that the neuropeptide receptors are quite content with either.
The "training" in the use of the Harmony Headphone is based upon observed
phenomena plus considerable experience in the field of correcting destructive
information structures. Later, as I saw the film and read the "What the Bleep……….."
book, I saw most of my suppositions confirmed.
The link is http://www.harmonyunited.com/web/headphone.html
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